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Exam questions 

 

 

1. GLC AG is a Swiss incorporated investment firm that is listed on the Zurich stock 

exchange.  It owns all the shares of GLC Ltd, a banking corporation which is 

incorporated in a European Union State.  GLC Ltd does business in several EU states.  

In 2011, GLC Ltd earned € 50 million in profits largely from high risk trading.  The 

GLC Ltd board of directors approved the payment of €1 million cash bonuses at the 

end of 2011 to ten bankers individually who were involved in these high risk trading 

activities at the bank.  Each banker’s annual fixed salary in 2011 was €100,000.  In 

addition, the board voted to pay each member of the board of directors a €1 million 

bonus at the end of 2011 in the form of equity shares of GLC AG.  In 2012, the bank 

began to experience losses on the deals which the ten bankers (who had received 

bonuses) had worked on.  By 2013, the bank had lost €25 million of the €50 million in 

profits it had earned in 2011.  The bank’s earnings are expected to stabilise in 2014 

and 2015 with no losses, but because of unexpectedly difficult market conditions, the 

bank is expected to incur further losses in 2016 of approximately €30 million.  EU 

financial regulators have begun an investigation of the remuneration practices of GLC 

AG and GLC Ltd.       

 

a) Discuss the requirements of EU law regarding what it allows GLC Ltd to do 

with respect to these compensation awards and whether it is entitled to reimbursement 

for any of its losses.     

 

GLC AG is expanding its Swiss operations and would like to attract talented and 

experienced senior executives to the firm.  In 2014, GLC AG’s board of directors and 

shareholders approved several ‘signing bonuses’, also known as ‘golden hellos’, of 

CHF 1 million each to three new executives and two new investment managers.  In 

order to hire these new employees, GLC AG’s board and shareholders by resolution 

decided to pay three of their existing executives and two managers CHF 500,000 each 

as ‘golden goodbyes’ to leave the firm.  As an added incentive to attract the new five 

person executive/management team, the board (without shareholder approval) 

approved the payment of CHF 1 million per year guaranteed bonuses for three years 

along with fixed salaries of CHF 500,000 per year.   

 

b) Discuss the legality of GLC AG’s compensation package under Swiss law.  

 

 

2. Betting plc is a publicly listed company incorporated and having its principal place of 

business in EU State A.  Betting plc’s shares trade on the stock exchange of EU State 

A.  Betting plc’s main line of business is the provision of online gambling services and 

has been making huge profits in recent years.  EU State B is a new member state of the 

European Union and would like to attract a lot of tourist and casino business and 

investment.  EU State B officials have promised light touch regulation and very low 

taxes for new businesses investing in and setting up new casinos in EU State B.  The 
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Board of Directors of Betting plc would like to take advantage of these incentives by, 

for example, moving its principal place of business to EU State B from EU State A 

and by establishing several casinos.  However EU State A has a law that states:   

 

“Any company incorporated in EU State A with its principal place of business in EU 

State A cannot move its principal place of business outside of EU State A to any other 

country or jurisdiction unless the company dissolves itself beforehand through 

liquidation and pays all applicable taxes under the laws of EU State A.”        

 

a) The board of directors would like to move their physical operations to EU State B 

as described above but retain their incorporation in EU State A.  They believe that 

this legal requirement may hinder or limit their ability to do so.  The board has 

hired you to advise it whether this legal requirement conforms with EU company 

law.   Please advise 

 

b) Betting plc’s board of directors have decided that to finance the expansion of their 

gambling business in EU State B that they will have to raise more capital from 

new investors on the stock exchange.  To do this, the board has passed a resolution 

to double the number of equity shares trading on the stock exchange.  However the 

board is concerned that several large investors in Betting plc oppose the issuance 

of new shares because the company is already making huge profits and according 

to these investors there is no need to expand the business, especially by investing 

and building new casinos in a weakly regulated new EU state which will create 

reputation risks for the company.  The board therefore has decided to pass a 

resolution approving the issuance of more shares on the stock exchange without 

obtaining shareholder approval.  One of the big investors in Betting plc is angry 

about this and has hired you to tell him whether the board has acted lawfully under 

EU law.    
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1 QUESTION 1 (20 POINTS MAXIMUM) 

[insert question]. 
This question relates to the lectures of 23 Sept and 25 November, addressing the 
problem of regulating compensation in corporate law and the role of shareholders in 
influencing or controlling compensation.  A) addresses the EU regulation of 
compensation/remuneration for financial services companies and related issues of 
company law.    B) address the regulation of compensation in Swiss companies and 
recent proposed legal controls on compensation of senior management at Swiss 
companies.. 

 1 (A)       

(1) Introduction to answer could summarise the argument that EU law applies 
to  GLC  AG’s  subsidiary  or  branch  operations  in  EU  states.    GLC  Ltd  is  subject  to  
general principles of EU company law and corporate governance principles 
(traditionally soft law) and to the CRD III and/or IV regime that is legally binding.  
GLC Ltd subject to 60/40 50% rule, which includes clawback of accrued bonuses 
and paid bonuses if regulator-management determine that losses arose from activity 
of bonus recipient for a period of up to 5 years after bonus award.  GLC Ltd bonus 
awards violate EU law and some of the accrued bonus will have to be clawed back 
for losses t hat occurred within 5 year period but not for losses that occurred in 2016.   
GLC AG subject to Swiss law which has traditionaly left determination of 
compensation to Board subject to duty of care/fiduciary test.  But Minder initiative 
changes swiss law to require shareholders to approve whole compensation package 
for senior management and board/advisory board of listed swiss companies.  Also 
no advance payments or severance payments permitted.  GLC AG probably violated 
new Swiss compensation rules for listed companies.     

And/or 
(1) -   Introduction could also discuss the issue of compensation is important in 

corporate law because of the  traditional agency problem (principal-agent problem) 
in which shareholders/owners are confronted with the challenge of seeking to align 
the incentives of company employees/agents with the shareholders’  incentive  of 
wealth maximisation.  Compensation/remuneration is an important incentive 
mechanism that can be used to reduce the agency problem.  The traditional role of 
corporate law and governance is to facilitate the shareholders in overseeing the 
agents in managing the company for increased wealth creation of shareholders and 
overall profitability/performance of corporation.  

If both points made, then give 1 point extra credit.  
 
1ZP Mention the Coasean view that corporations are simply venues for 

shareholders to contract with one another therefore compensation of agents 
should only be measured in terms of how much wealth creation for 
principals/owners; and compare with the transaction cost or property model of 
corporations that measures the optimal level of compensation by how much 
economic benefit for the company and shareholders.  Concession theory 
would justify regulating compensation in pursuit of state objectives and 
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overall performance of company.  Or t hey could mention the relationship to 
Corporate social responsibility.      
 

1ZP (extra 1) – Further discussion of agency problem regarding asymmetric 
information.  and how compensation can be designed to reduce the agency problem 
by reducing asymmetric information.  The regulation  of compensation is designed to 
align the interests of shareholders and managers/agents to enhance shareholder 
wealth by enhancing company performance.  However, Banks/financial service 
present a special problem because they pose externality risk to society/economy 
and the goal of regulating compensation therefore is to enhance shareholder returns 
but to do so in a way that reduces excessive risk-taking sin order to protect financial 
stability.   

1ZP Complexity of modern financial markets and application of principal-agent 
problem. Globalisation of financial markets exacerbates complexity. 
 
(1)  3 Rationales for regulating compensation in financial services 

companies are following:  
 

- Reduce principal-agent problem – asymmetric   information.  Enhanced 
shareholder monitoring and complete contracts to control bankers‘  
excessive risk-taking and enhance firm performance 

- Public policy concerns of taxpayer subsidies to financial firms (ie., bailouts) 
that encourage failed business and risk management. Subsidies create 
moral hazard to encourage greater risk-taking than what is socially 
optimal.  

- Social and political backlash at huge salary differentials and big bonuses – 
‚Occupy  the  City‘,  ‚Occupy  Wall  Street 

 

(2) EU law requirements consist of Capital requirements Directive III and CRD IV.  
If they just mention Capital requirements Directive that is fine.   

- (1zp)   EU has a complex web of overlapping legal & policy acts. Since 2001, 

corporate governance principles (recommendations & guidelines).  Main basis 

for remuneration reforms in financial sector: CRD III & CRD IV package – 

(CRD IV consist of Regulation & Directive) 

- EU 2012 Action Plan attempts «engaging shareholders» 

- EU law objectives: Align remuneration with effective risk management .  

- Prescriptive rules-based regime for bonus controls – 50%, 40%/60% rule.   

Performance-based measures over time as risk materialises and bonus 

adjustment rules 

Enhanced corporate governance (i.e.,independent remuneration committees) 

and proportionality 
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Covers most EU-based financial firms and overseas branches and EU 

subsidiaries of non-EU groups. 

Applies only to designated risk-taking employees.  

(3)  The   €1   million   cash   bonuses   to   each   of   10   bankers and each member of 
board  €1  million  cash  bonus  violate  CRD  III/IV:.  Only  €400k  could  be  paid  in  
year 1, and one-half must be equity and one-half cash. Then  €200k has to be 
paid in year 3 (1/2 cash/1/2 equity), ditto for year 4 (€200k) and year 5 
(€200k).  Also, some of the bonus might be subject to clawback in year 3 
because  of  €25  million  in  losses within 5 year period; but clawback cannot be 
applied   beyond   year   5,   and   so   the   losses   of   €30   million   in   year   6   (2016)    
cannot be clawed back from the bonuses. Issue of whether losses will be 
clawed back only from the 10 bankers engaged in risky activity and not from 
board members who did not have responsibility for overseeing their risk-taking 
which led to losses. There should be discussion of why the 10 bankers should 
be  subject  to  clawback  and  the  rational  of  subjecting  (or  not)  board  member’s  
bonuses.  

     (3) Issue of CRD IV requirement that bonuses not exceed a 1:1 ratio over base 
salary.  Any bonus exceeding 1:1 ratio must be approved by shareholder vote 
and not exceed 2:1 ratio.  This technically goes into effect in 2014 (fine for 
them to point this out) but in question the requirement is applicable.  In 
question no shareholder approval.  So no bonus permissible above 1:1 cap.  
€10  million/€100  k  salary  exceed  the  ratio.     Also,   if  not  already  mentioned  in  
answer above, point out that bonus paid in cash when should comply with 
50% cash/equity rule.  Latter rule went into effect in 2010 (along with 
clawback) and applies to this question.  

The  best  answer  should  say  that  GLC  Ltd’s  bonus  over  1:1  ratio  (€10  
million/€100k  base  salary)  without  shareholder  approval violates EU CRD IV.  
Even  with  shareholder  approval  the  €10  million  bonuses  are  10:1  ratio  over  
base salary and therefore violate 2:1 ratio cap.  In question, no shareholder 
approval  mentioned  so  1:1  cap  is  violated  because  of  €10  million  cash  bonus  
and €100k base salary.      

   

1  (B)  LEGALITY OF GLC AG’S COMPENSATION PACKAGE UNDER SWISS LAW 

   (1) As background to the answer, some discussion of Swiss CO 
regulation of company compensation. Swiss Corporate Governance rules 
1991 (legally non-binding).  Board of directors sole right to determine 
compensation.  Legal duty of loyalty and fiduciary duty to the company.  
Board’s  remuneration  policy  set  at  Art  716  CO.   

(1) Before 2007, Board only had to provide information about 
remuneration upon request by shareholder(s) (if necessary for the 
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execution of shareholders rights & not against general interests 
of company) The Board has been largely free to determine and 
approve compensation 

(1ZP) 2007 amendment to CO Requires detailed disclosure of total 
compensation (to board of directors & management board) Art. 
663bbis CO  

(1ZP) Until 2013, Swiss corporate remuneration regulation was 
essentially  ‘soft  law’ and discuss shareholders entitled to disclosure 
if not against interest of company.   

(1ZP) Also duty of care/fiduciary duty of board principles applicable. 

                 (2) Minder Initiative approved in November 2013.   
Art.  95  para.  3  FC      «Ordinance  against  Excessive  Compensation  
(OaEC)» 
 

Major  Amendments: 
- Shareholders  Say-on-Pay  (binding) 
- List  of  prohibited  types  of  compensation 
- Criminal  Sanctions  for  infringement 

 
Also, correct (but not required Ok to cite the amended provision of CO.  
   Say-on-Pay (Art. 95 para. 3 (a) FC):   
“The  general  meeting  votes  on  an  annual  basis  on  the  total amount of all 
remuneration (money and the value of benefits in kind) given to the board of 
directors,  the  executive  board  and  the  board  of  advisors.” 
 
- Prohibited list (Art. 95 para 3 (b) FC):  

“The  governing  officers  may  not  be  given  severance or similar payments, advance 
payments, bonuses for company purchases and sales, additional contracts as 
consultants to or employees of other companies in the group.” 
(3)      GLC  AG’s  board  and  shareholder  approval  of  ‘signing  bonuses/golden  

hellos’  of  CHF  1  million  each  unlawful  under  Art  95  para  3  (b)  prohibition  
on   ‘advance  payments’.     But   could   argue   that   these  payments   are   not  
‘advance  payments’  but  simply  payment for joining the firm.    

 GLC  AG’s  board   and  shareholders’  decision to pay 5 individuals CHF 500k 
each for leaving the firm violated Art 95, para 3 (b) prohibition on ‘severance  
or  similar  payments’. 

 

(2)    Board without shareholder approval votes to pay CHF 1 million per year 
guaranteed bonuses for 3 years along with fixed salaries of CHF 500k per 
year.  This violates art 95 para 3 (a) requirement that   ‘the total amount of all 
remuneration’  given  to  board,  exec  board  and  board  of advisers be approved 
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by shareholders, and the CHF 1 million guaranteed bonus also violates para 3 
(b)  prohibition  on  ‘advance  payments’. 

( 1 )    Summary of main points made in essay why GLC AG compensation practices 
violates Swiss law and creates a moral hazard for those receiving guaranteed 
bonuses and pay for poor performance of senior officers who were paid off to leave 
the company.    
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2 QUESTION 2 (20 POINTS ) 

Insert question. 
2 (a)  
(1) The question raises the issue of free movement of EU-based companies with 

the EU and the right of the home and host states of the company to regulate 
them with respect to public  policy objectives. The questions also concerns 
the extent to which EU law regulates the power of the board of directors to 
raise capital for the firm and more generally to change the capital/financial 
structure of a publicly-listed company. 

 

(1) Generally speaking, the EU treaty principle of free movement is engaged (Art. 
26 Para. 2 TFEU; ex Art. 14 Para. 2 TEC). More specifically, Art. 49 TFEU (ex 
Art. 43 TEC) engaged the EU Treaty principle of right of establishment, and 
allows cross-border establishment of branches, agencies and subsidiaries of 
business entities, including limited liability companies (compare also Art. 56 
and 63 TFEU concerning the free movement of services and capital). Free 
movement allows companies to move cross-border freely in the EU/EEA 
without complying with additional corporate law requirements under the law of 
other host state jurisdictions. 

(1) But host state can impose requirements on foreign company establishment to 
protect public interest (ie., tax fraud and police/health care matters/employee 
protection and certain regulations). Sevic Systems case discusses scope of 
domestic regulatory controls. 
 
Relevant treaty provision – Art. 52 TFEU (ex Art. 46 TEC):  
‘The  provisions  of  this  Chapter  and  measures  taken  in  pursuance  thereof  shall  
not prejudice the applicability of provisions laid down by law, regulation or 
administrative action providing for special treatment for foreign nationals on 
grounds  of  public  policy,  public  security  or  public  health.’ 

(1) Proportionality and necessity of domestic regulation limiting free 
establishment.   [A]   regulatory   measure   ‘may   be   justified   where it serves 
overriding requirements relating to the public interest, is suitable for securing 
the attainment of the objective it pursues and does not go beyond what is 
necessary in ordered to attain  it.’  para.  17  Caixa  bank 

(1) The European Court of Justice Decision in the Centros case and subsequent 
cases affirms the right of establishment. The judgment allowed a company 
registered in the UK that had never conducted any business there to open a 
branch in Denmark and to operate in Denmark without being required to 
comply with Danish minimum capital level of £20,000. Court held that just 
because UK company branch operating in Denmark did not have any 
operations in UK did not preclude it from passporting its services into another 
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EU/EEA state through a branch. It was not an abuse of Danish law for the 
company to be able to enforce its free establishment right to do business in 
Denmark. 

(1ZP) Discussion and analysis applying related ECJ cases – Daily Mail case, Caixa 
bank case.1 Daily Mail case, ECJ prohibited Daily Mail newspaper company 
from deregistering in UK and registering in Netherlands in order to take 
advantage of a Dutch tax break. Daily Mail would still be liable for tax liability 
on its business operations in UK. This case runs against the argument that 
there is a pure free establishment right for companies. A  state’s  tax  policy  can  
impede free movement. 

(1ZP) Free establishment v. rights of home state to regulate or restrict companies 
from transferring principal place of business to other EU states.  How to 
resolve the free movement principle with the home state’s  right  to  impose  ‘exit’  
requirements on company incorporated in the home jurisdiction.  . 

(2) Under Cartesio case (2010), home state in this question could probably 
restrict the movement of the principal place of Betting   Plc’s   business   to 
another EU state if restrictions are proportional – company paying taxes 
and/or dissolving itself.  They can discuss Cartesio case for extra credit (!ZP) 
involving Hungarian regulation of a Hungarian company that sought to shift its 
principal place of business to Italy but to do so was required by Hungarian law 
to be dissolved first before it could transfer principal seat to another EU state.   

(1ZP) Mention any of the EU court cases in the readings about online gambling 
businesses that were based in other EU states who were restricted from 
doing business in the host country market.  

(1ZP) Discussion of the internal v external affairs dimension of company law.  
Internal would be corporate governance of company which is protected 
from being regulated on free movement grounds, whereas external 
dimension involves employment/health safety/taxation can be restricted 
by host or home state with the result that it limits free movement.     

(2)     Discussing   the   facts  of   the  question   to  show  how  state  A’s   regulation  
limits free movement and whether it is proportional or not.   

(1) Conclusion: Under Cartesio, the company in question would could be 
restricted by the home state regarding it having to dissolve itself and/or pay 
taxes before it could transfer its principal place of business to another EU 
state.   

(2 b)     

(1) Introduction summarizing the requirement of EU law for shareholder approval of 
capital changes  and   the  problem  of  protecting  shareholders  against   directors’   self-
dealing, even large institutional investors.  

                                                      
1 CaixaBank France, Case C-442/02 [2004] ECR I-8961. 
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(2) EU Second Company Law Directive applies.  Public limited liability companies 
– Capital increase Article 25 – shareholders must vote to approve any raising 
of capital and/or change in capital structure (including raising capital by 
issuing new shares and/or bonds convertible into shares).  In this case, 
shareholders were not consulted. Cite Pafitis case and subsequent cases for 
extra credit (1 ZP). 

 

(2)  Article 29 – requires that shareholders are entitled to an offer of subscription 
on a preemptive basis which must be offered to the shareholders whenever 
the capital is increased by consideration in cash. Art 29 (3) provides the 
procedures for this.   

Second Directive art 29 (4) allows  the general meeting to limit or withdraw 
the shareholders’  rights  of  preemption,  subject  to  certain  conditions: 
decision by general meeting; company management submit a report at the 
meeting providing reasons for restricting rights; report justifies the offer price 
of the additional share issuance (not necessarily market value).  Meeting shall 
act in accordance with quorum  rules and majority vote 

 

(2)   In this case, large investors in Betting Plc were not offered a subscription to the 
new share issuance. 

EC v Spain (ECJ First Chamber) 18 December 2008.  Failure of a Member 
State to fulfil obligations – Articles 29 and 42.  – Right to pre-emptive 
subscription for shares and for bonds convertible into shares 
Withdrawal of such rights requires decision of shareholder general meeting  
Equal treatment to all shareholders in the same position (art 42) 

No shareholder meeting was held to approve withdrawal of pre-emption rights 
related article 29.   

 

Although the company can lawfully attempt to raise more capital, it must offer 
opportunity to invest into the new issue ot existing shareholders on pro rata 
basis of what shares they own already. Otherwise, this is unlawful dilution of 
the shareholders.    

 

(2ZP) The traditional corporate law framework provides much power to the Board to 
act for the benefit of the company (long-term profitability etc) and not 
necessarily for short-term share price. What is good for the company is 
decided by Board of directors with discretion (for example, the business 
judgment rule) and difficult for shareholders to challenge legally unless the 
board’s  decision  were  manifest  unreasonable  (ok  for  board  to  make  business  
mistakes in decision-making). Also: discussion of collective action problem. 
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(2) Betting  plc’s  decision  to  raise  finance  to  pay  for  expansion into new EU state 
with light touch regulation and questionable reputation could also raise self-
dealing issue that should be discussed.    

The problem of self-dealing could   be   applied   to   Board’s   action   to   move  
principal place of business and its decision to raise capital without 
shareholder approval could raise issues concerning  Duty of loyalty and duty 
of care.  Legally board members have fiduciary duties to the company. Often 
the interests of company are synonymous with interests of shareholders, but 
in some situations these interests diverge – what is good for the company 
may not necessarily be what is good for the shareholder – short-term value of 
shares v. longer-term value of shares based on sustainability of the company. 
The separate legal entity status of the company from its shareholders 
highlights this problem even more because it creates a separate legal entity to 
which the board owes duties, different from the shareholders. 

 

(1)  Conclusion   summarising   why   the   Board’s   decision   violates   EU   Second  
Company Law Directive and also possibly (not certain though) to be an 
example of self-dealing.  

 

 

 


